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A STUDY OF STANDPIPE AND LOOP SEAL BEHAVIOR
IN A CIRCULATING FLUIDIZED BED FOR GELDART B
PARTICLES
Ajay R. Bidwe, Alexander Charitos, Heiko Dieter, An Wei, Mariusz Zieba,
Günter Scheffknecht
Institute of Combustion and Power Plant Technology (IFK), University of Stuttgart,
Pfaffenwaldring 23, 70569, Stuttgart, Germany.
Email: bidwe@ifk.uni-stuttgart.de
ABSTRACT
The loop seal aeration effect on the supply side has been studied through small
scale CFB experimentation. Parameters affected include inventory allocation and
entrainment. The gas velocity in the standpipe is influenced by loop seal aeration
and riser velocity. Variation in slugging behavior above and below solid downflow
velocity of 0.025 m/s is analyzed and discussed here.
INTRODUCTION
Circulating fluidized bed (CFB) technology is used in
various applications including combustion of solid
fuels for electricity production (1). Recently, it has
been applied in the field of solid looping cycles
aiming at CO2 capture, such as calcium looping (2),
and chemical looping combustion (3). For
combustors standalone CFB’s are used, while for
solid looping cycles dual fluidized bed (DFB) systems
are utilized. In both cases the standpipe-loop seal
arrangement is an important component. A typical
standalone CFB consists of a riser, cyclone and
standpipe-loop seal arrangement, shown in Fig. 1.
The loop seal acts as a solid pumping device from
the low pressure cyclone to the high pressure riser
and ensures that riser gas does not take the short cut Figure 1- Stand alone CFB
through the cyclone. In comparison, DFB systems
consist commonly of two CFBs or a CFB and a BFB, depending on the facility
purpose (2). In this case the role of a loop seal is to transfer solids from the low
pressure cyclone of one reactor to a high or low pressure point of the other reactor,
while disallowing gases from one reactor to enter the other. In both cases,
standpipe-loop seal operation is indispensible. Solid downflow, within the standpipe
and loop seal occurs in three modes as explained by Knowlton (4). Moving bed
mode, bubbling fluidized mode are possible below the level of the particle bed, Lst.
Above this level solid flow occurs in dilute mode. A bubbling or moving bed

c
in CFB appliccations
standpipe is common
d is conside
ered to be sttable. Howe
ever, in
and
sma
all scale fa
acilities, slu
ugging mayy occur
as a result of small scale sta
andpipe
diameter and is threatening to operrational
stability. The lo
oop seal itself consistss of two
secctions, the supply section
s
an
nd the
recycle section, as show
wn in Fig. 2. The
sup
pply section
n is fed with a particle flow
from
m the riser cyclone. This flow pro
oceeds
thro
ough the slit
s and the
e recycle section
s
bacck to the riiser or, in the case of
o DFB
sysstems, to the
e other reacctor.
andpipe and
d loop seal
Forr above me
entioned DF
FB processses the Figure 2- Sta
loop seal is an
n important part but gasses used in loop seal aeration
a
cou
uld be a sou
urce
of dilution
d
for product
p
gasses. Thereffore optimiz
zing the loop
p seal desig
gn is imporrtant
for these proccesses. Con
nsiderationss for standp
pipe, loop seal design and operattion,
to which
w
this paper
p
aimss to contribu
ute to, are summarize
ed below: (i) the loop seal
s
aerration effectt on solid in
nventory, risser entrainm
ment (ii) the
e split of this aeration flow
f
between the loop seal supply and
d recycle chamber
c
(iii) hydrodyynamic stab
bility
thro
ough avoid
dance of slugging ope
eration in the
t
standpipe. In norrmal loop seal
s
ope
eration both
h sections of
o the loop
p seal are fluidized.
f
However to investigate the
aerration split systematica
s
ally it was decided
d
to aerate
a
onlyy in the supply section. By
doing this the effect of loop seal aeration only in the su
upply sectio
on can also
o be
inve
estigated.
TES
ST FACILIT
TY AND EX
XPERIMENT
TAL PROCE
EDURE
The
e test facilityy consists of
o a CFB syystem, as
Table 1 :D
Dimensions of CFB
sho
own in Fig
g. 1 and iss constructted from
Riser
tran
nsparent plexi-glass. The dimen
nsions of
Riser diam
meter
[[mm]
70
the CFB are shown
s
in Ta
able 1. The aeration
Riser heig
ght
[[m]
4
nozzzles, locate
ed only in th
he supply section
s
of
Standpipe
e H / Dia [[m]
1/0
0.03
the loop seal are insertted sidewayys at an
Loop sea
al
ang
gle of 45°, to
o prevent particles
p
clog
gging the
Height
[[mm]
200
0
gass nozzles. The
T
fluidiza
ation gas iss air and
Supply Le
ength
[[mm]
35
parrticles are Illmenite min
neral particle
es with a
Recycle Length
L
[[mm]
50
parrticle size diistribution of
o 100-200 µm
µ and a
Width
[[mm]
35
mean particle size of 14
43 µm. The
e particle
Weir height
[[mm]
150
0
den
nsity ( ) iss 4400 kg/m
m³ and the
e Geldart
Slit opening
[[mm]
30
classsification of
o particles is class B (5). The
is calculatted, as shown in (1), to
o be equal 0.029 m/s. Pressure transducers are
mounted at va
arious locations of the CFB system. Rotame
eters are ussed to meas
sure
the air supply to the riserr and loop seal.
s
The fa
acility is fille
ed with a kn
nown total solid
s
inve
entory (TSI). The parameters varied are the loop
l
seal ae
eration ( ) in wide ra
ange
of 0.003 to 0.2
28 m/s and
d riser velo
ocity 3 to 5 m/s. The entrainmen
nt is measu
ured
thro
ough stoppiing loop seal aeration and measu
uring the acccumulation
n of the particle
bed
d height with
h the standpipe for a given period of time.

Loop seal aeration flow path determination
The data evaluation procedure is based on Basu & Cheng (7) and has been applied
for every steady state. Goal of the analysis, presented in steps, is to define the gas
flow path through the loop seal.
(i)

Calculation of the standpipe slip velocity

The slip velocity (

Δ

∆

), expresses the relative velocity between gas and solid within
150

1

|

|

1.75

1

|

|

(1)

the standpipe and is calculated through Eq.1. The pressure drop through the
and the particle bed height ( ) have been measured for every
standpipe (
Δ
steady state, thus defining also the pressure gradient
.The ∆
is measured
from the bottom of the loop seal to the bottom of the cyclone. Althought the areas of
Δ
is assumed to be
standpipe and loop seal vary, but for simplification the
constant and further calculations of gas and solid velocity are based on the area of
standpipe. The voidage (ε) value, for packed bed column found to be equal to 0.48
and at minimum fluidizing conditions (εmf) is found to be 0.54. However the exact
voidage while standpipe operation is difficult to estimate. Therefore an average
voidage of 0.51 is considered for calculation. Eq.1 has been applied only when the
fluidization regime in the standpipe was moving bed. The situations in which this
standpipe showed bubbling or slugging mode of fluidization are not considered in
the calculations. The sphericity of the particles ( ) has been taken as 0.75 from
voidage-sphericity graphs in (6).
(ii)

Calculation of the real solid downflow and gas velocity

The real solid downflow velocity ( ) and gas velocity ( ) is calculated through Eq.
(2) and Eq. (3). The
and
are positive in the downwards direction. The
is
defined through measurement of the riser entrainment, based on the standpipe
cross-section ( ). The real standpipe gas velocity ( ) is subsequently calculated
through Eq. 3, which is the definition of the slip velocity. The superficial gas velocity
( ) in the standpipe is calculated from the voidage.
1
(iii)

(2)

(3)

Calculation of loop seal aeration split

The flow travelling through the particle column in the standpipe ( ) is given by
Eq.4. If ( ) is positive than the loop seal aeration flow is split between the loop seal
supply chamber-standpipe and the recycle chamber-riser. This split is quantified with
the ratio of Eq.5 and is defined as the fraction of total volumetric flow of the loop seal
aeration ( ) entering supply side ( ) or the recycle side ( ) of the loop seal. The
aeration split in the supply section is calculated using Eq.5 and the recycle side
is negative, the gas flow from the cyclone is carried
given by Eq.6. If the

wnwards wiith the particles. This carried
c
gas from the particles entters the recycle
dow
cha
amber ( ) in
i addition to
t the loop seal
s
aeratio
on ( ).
A =

(5
5)

(4)

A

(6
6)

1
Pre
essure bala
ance
The
e pressure balance
b
for the system
m of Fig.1 is given by Eq
q.7 (7) (9).
∆
∆
∆
∆

(7
7)

The
e pressure drop
d
terms of Eq.7 are
e depicted in
n Fig.1.
RESULTS AND DISCUSS
SION
The
e effect of th
he loop sea
al aeration in
n the supply
y section is examined, with respec
ct to
the parameterss below.
Ris
ser pressurre drop
Fig.3 shows th
he effect off the loop
sea
al aeration on
o the riserr pressure
dro
op. The lo
oop seal becomes
functional whe
en
> 2. Itts velocity
( ) is calculated based on the
tota
al area of
o the lo
oop seal
inclluding supply and recycle
Table 1.
in
cha
amber
given
Increasing lo
oop seal aeration
deccreases the
e standpipe
e particle
bed
d height ( ) and incrreases its
pre
essure dro
op (
). This is
exp
plainable du
ue to the increase of
Δ
, as expected
e
fro
om Eq.1.
Forr constantt riser superficial
s
Figure 3-- Effect off loop sea
al aeration on
velo
ocity, the in
ncrease of loop seal standpipe height, pressure
p
drop and riser
r
aerration causses an inccrease in pressure drop
d
rise
er pressure drop (
). This
is a result of mass
m
transffer from the
e standpipe, noticed ass a decreasse of standp
pipe
heig
ght ( ), to the riser. A similar observation is reportted by Cha
aritos et al (2).
How
wever, mosst of the rise
er inventoryy is located in the botto
om part the
erefore slope of
incrrease of
is bigger than that
t
of the standpipe pressure drop (
), this
follo
ows the pre
essure balan
nce as per Eq.7.
Ris
ser entrain
nment The riser entra
ainment ( ) is plotte
ed against the loop seal
s
aerration ratio

oth riser ve
elocities rea
alized during
g experime
ents,
in Fiig.4. For bo

incrreasing loo
op seal aeration resultts in an inc
crease of

until a maximum
m is

ached (5)((7)(8). Thiss can be
rea
exp
plained since increassing loop
sea
al aeration
n results in an
incrrease of
as shown in
Fig. 3. For a riser velocity ( ) of
maximum
m is equal
3.6 m/s the
to 23.5 kg/m2s at a lo
oop seal
aerration ratio
of 3.6
6. For the
higher

of 4.3
4 m/s the maximum
m
is equ
ual to 28
8.7 kg/m2s
occcurring at
of 6.6
6. Further

slightly. A
aerration reducces the
num
mber of works, e.g. (7) and (9),
do not predicct a reduction of
with
h loop seall aeration. However,
op seal aera
ation on rise
er
Lee
e et al. (10) has reported such Figure 4- Effect of loo
ent
at
two
o
velocities.
TSI
-2.9
kg
g.
entrainme
beh
havior in a seal
s
pot for Geldart A
parrticles. In this work the decrease
of
beyond its maximum
m coincidess and may be
b attributed
d to the app
pearance off the
slug
gging in the
e standpipe
e. Finally, fo
or a given
value, in
ncreasing riser velocity
y
results in a hig
gher

valu
ue, as reporrted in many
y works, e.g
g. (2).

Gas
s velocity through
t
the standpip
pe
Fig.5 and Fig
g.6 depict the effect of the loo
op seal aeration ratio
o (

) on the

perficial gass velocity in
i the stan
ndpipe ( ) and the aeration
a
sp
plit respectively
sup
deffined in Eq.5, at riser velocity
v
of 3.6 and 4.3
3 m/s. The superficial gas velocitty is
calcculated as a product of
o the real gas velocitty ( ) and the voidag
ge (ε) show
wn in
Eq..4. The void
dage consid
dered for ca
alculation is 0.51. As se
een in Fig.5
5 an increas
se of
results in an increase
e of
for the
t riser ve
elocity ( ) of
o 3.6 m/s almost linea
arly.
Forr higher rise
er velocity of
o 4.3 m/s and loop sea
al aeration ratios
r

<5
5.6,

is in
n the

range of -0.02
2 m/s. The gas flow in
n the standp
pipe is movving downw
wards, when
n
and
d the aeration split values
v
are negative. For the lo
ower
off 3.6 m/s, this
phe
enomenon is
i encounte
ered for a smaller
range,
r
nam
mely when
< 2.6. For a
give
en

value, the

iss higher at a

of 3.6 m/s
m in comp
parison to a

of 4.3 m/s.
m

The
ese observa
ations can be explained based on
o the high
her
value
es, resulting in
3.6
higher
values (see Eq
q.3), occurring at a
of 4.3 m/s in comparisson to a
n in Fig. 4. This
T
is base
ed on that higher
h
. Higher
H
va
alues result in a
m/ss, as shown
higher resistan
nce for gass up flow in the standp
pipe. Howevver, when the
ratiio is
ough, then the
t
and
d aeration split
s
become positive, thus indica
ating
incrreased eno
that the gas flo
ow in the sttandpipe is upwards. Itt can be observed thatt the downw
ward
have a limittation, i.e. -0
0.03 m/s. Basu
B
and Bu
utler(8) have
e the similar conclusion
n.

The aeration split increases with
increase in
and is calculated from -

Figure 5 – Effect of loop seal aeration on
gas velocity in standpipe ( ) at different
(TSI =2.9 kg)
riser velocities

8% to +6%. Up to 6% of the aeration
gas is entering the standpipe. This
concludes that remaining 94-100% of
the aeration gas is entering the recycle
chamber. In case of negative
additional gas is entering the recycle
side of the loop seal. If the calculated
aeration in the recycle side is in the
and enough to keep
range of 2-6
the recycle side of the loop seal
fluidized. Therefore the loop seal
worked well even without the aeration in
the recycle chamber.
The deviation bars in Fig.5 and Fig.6
show the influence of voidage in the
calculations of
and aeration split. The
lower deviation shows the value at a
voidage of 0.48 and the upper deviation
shows the value of voidage 0.54 close
. As observed the voidage can
to
affect the results significantly. As
discussed earlier, the assumption of a
Δ
, despite the two different
constant

standpipe cross-sections, holds true to a
limited extent. Therefore, to find out the
exact gas flow pattern would implicate
the use of tracer gases. Johansson et al
Figure 6 – Effect of loop seal aeration on (3) reported aeration split values of 2 to
the aeration split
7 % using tracer gases. In that work, for
a separate downcomer of the same
facility
values of -0.05 m/s to + 0.1 m/s were recorded. Hence the results
reported in this section are comparable with the data of (3).
Slugging in the standpipe
Fig.5 and Fig.6 show that the increasing loop seal aeration increases the gas
velocity in the standpipe. At low or negative gas velocities the standpipe was in
moving bed mode. With increasing aeration in the loop seal a stage is reached when
bubbles start to appear in the standpipe. The bubbles could be equivalent to a
standpipe diameter in such small standpipe used in this study. This situation is
commonly referred as slugging, common phenomenon for such small scale units.
Two types of slugging have been described by Wen (5). Type A- Round nose
slugging and Type B - Flat nose slugging. The Type A is similar to normal bubbling
bed where bubbles rise up in fluidized bed. The difference compared to bubbling
bed is that a gas slug is nearly equal to the standpipe diameter. Typical Type B

gging is sh
hown in Fig
g.7 where gas slug completely
c
slug
occcupies the cross
c
sectio
on and lift th
he solid chu
unk above
it. The
T solid do
ownward motion is only possible by raining
dow
wn as solid streamers or when the
e chunk getts broken.
The
e Type B slugging occurs ma
ainly with cohesive
parrticles and is not a suittable mode
e for the sta
andpipe to
ope
erate becau
use sometim
mes the chu
unks may be
e lifted up
to the cyclone and cau
use frequen
nt operation
nal break
dow
wns.
Succh Type B slugging occcurred durring the experiments
at riser velocities of 3.6 and 4.3 m/s
m and ha
as caused
reduction in th
he entrainm
ment rate (see Fig.4). Typically
Typ
pe B sluggin
ng occurred
d at
> 0..03 m/s whiile Type A
or bubbling occurred
o
at
< 0.02
25. Sometim
mes both
type
es occurre
ed simultaneously, i.e. Type B in the
standpipe and Type A in the
t loop seal supply side where
cross section is
i larger tha
an standpipe
e. This clea
arly shows
the influence of solid velocity on th
he Type of slugging.
This fact can be explain
ned as follo
ows: Increa
asing loop
sea
al aeration increases
i
th
he gas velo
ocity in the standpipe
g in
and
d at lower solid
s
velocitty ( <0.02
25 m/s), the
e particles Figure 7- Slugging
standpipe
e
bed
d is expand
dable and allows
a
smoo
oth bubble travel. At
higher solid ve
elocities ( >0.03 m/s) the particle
es tend to flow
f
closely packed, att the
me time inccreasing ga
as velocity in the stan
ndpipe tries to expand
d the bed. This
T
sam
cou
unter acting
g behavior of
o gas and solid leads
s to the Typ
pe B slugging depicted in
Fig.7. Since Tyype B is common to co
ohesive parrticles, thuss at higher d
down flow solid
s
velo
ocity the pa
articles exhibit cohesive
e nature.
In certain
c
app
plications likke calcium looping (2), the prefe
erred fluidizzation mode
e in
standpipe is bubbling to prevent
p
the calcium pa
articles from
m sticking to
ogether (1). For
larg
ge scale faccilities such
h slugging may
m not be relevent. However
H
in small facilitties,
for certain co
onditions Tyype A slug
gging is un
navoidable. The abovve results give
g
sug
ggestions how to prevvent the sta
andpipe from operating in the Tyype B slugg
ging
mode. To avoid
d Type B slugging it is suggested that
in the standpip
pe is kept lo
ower
an be achie
eved either by reducing the riser entrainmen
nt or
than 0.025 m/ss. Which ca
t standpip
pe area
.
by increasing the
CO
ONCLUSION
NS
The
e standpipe
e-loop seal behavior in small scale
e CFB is sttudied throu
ugh variation of
the loop seal aeration
a
of the
t supply chamber
c
us
sing Ilmenitte particles. The standp
pipe
gass velocity and aeration
n split in the
e standpipe
e increases with increa
asing loop seal
s
aerration. Incre
easing the downflow solid veloc
city decreasses the ga
as velocity and
aerration split for
f a given loop seal aeration.
a
An
n incrementt in the loop
p seal aera
ation
incrreases the riser
u to a limit and then
up
n decreases due to sslugging in the
standpipe. The
e standpipe
e slugged ea
asily due to
o its small diameter.
d
Ho
owever at solid
s
velo
ocities up to 0.025 m/s
m Round nose slugg
ging occurrred while a
at higher solid
s
velo
ocity i.e. ab
bove 0.03 m/s
m Flat nose
e slugging occurred.
o
F a stable CFB opera
For
ation
Flat nose slugg
ging should
d be avoided
d.
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NOTATIONS

Δpi

m²

Standpipe area

m/s

m
kg/m2s
mbar, Pa

Particle diameter
riser circulation rate
Pressure drop in a
given CFB section i
Riser superficial
velocity
Superficial gas velocity
in standpipe

m/s
m/s
m/s

m/s
m/s

m/s

Real gas velocity in the
standpipe
Gas velocity in loop seal
Slip velocity
Real solid velocity in the
standpipe
Minimum fluidization velocity

m³/s,

Volumetric flow rate

kg/m³
kg/m³

Gas density
Particle density

Greek symbols
ε
µ

Pa.s

Voidage
Gas viscosity
Sphericity

ρg
ρs

Abbreviations
CFB
DFB
LS

Circulating fluidized bed
Dual fluidized bed
Loop seal

St
TSI

Standpipe
Total solid inventory
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